Wild Space Visitor Centre Volunteer
Role Reference Number: WSV2022

We connect, protect and restore

The John Muir Trust is a conservation charity dedicated to the experience, protection and repair of wild places. Our Wild Space Visitor Centre is located in the centre of Pitlochry, in the heart of Highland Perthshire and was created to raise awareness of nature and the value of wildness. We have an exciting opportunity to recruit new volunteers to help us inspire and connect people with wild places.

Main responsibilities

Key duties

• Greet the public and answer their enquiries
• Assist staff in the Wild Space Visitor Centre to recruit new members
• Merchandise and sell shop goods
• Chat to people about the work of John Muir Trust
• Assist the admin officer with membership tasks
• Assist staff with the running of the gallery space

Person specification

Essential skills, knowledge, and aptitude

• Excellent verbal communication skills
• Confident speaking to the public
• Knowledge of the outdoors is desirable
• Interest in wildlife conservation desirable
• Willingness to learn

Other details

Volunteer role: Wild Space Volunteer
Hours: 3-7 hours per week, all day, am or pm shifts (Wild Space opening hours: 10am-4pm, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday)
Volunteer manager: Emma Castle-Smith, Visitor Engagement Manager
Location: Pitlochry, Wild Space Visitor Centre
Contact: volunteering@johnmuirtrust.org
Deadline: Recruitment ongoing